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I 

Out of line is a fall out of architecture and into another mode of conceiving, representing 

and experiencing the interior. It explores representation as a site w here the defin ition 

of interiority can be rethought. It seeks to step outside both the representational 

conventions that inscribe the interior th rough enclosure, and a def inition of the inte rior 

as the inside of architecture. Out of line considers the interior as an event condition 

produced through the act of inhabitation, positing the body as the pivot on w hich 

representation must revolve . 

Out of line acts on representat ion through a series of bodily actions and re-actions, Vertigo, 

Falling, Shock and Surfacing. It undermines the ground upon which the interior is 

configured, a ve rtiginous destabi lisation that causes a fa ll into vi rtuality by which ideas 

of interiority are turned inside out. This shock is the embodiment of a sensitive understanding 

of space, surfacing a corporea l modality for representing the interior. 

Th is document operates 1n the margins between text, image and performativity, 1n the 

margins between theory and practice. It osci llates between these, each infect ing and 

disturbing the other, the aim to disrupt conventional readings of representation. The three 

parts of Out of line; text, st ill image and moving image (DVD), are to be read in conjunction 

w ith each other to al low connections between its parts to surface . It is in the rereading 

and reviewing of the relations between these three mediums that the 'text' of this thesis 

is situated. 

The purpose of this thesis is not only to reflect on representation, but also to activate it. 

Out of line is an active agent, it provokes acts, has effects, causes troubled readings. The 

challenge of this document is to engage representation in behaviou rs not cond itioned 

by the discip lined decorum of convention, but in acts that open exits to new 

spatial thought. 
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